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PREFACE 


Ever slnce he discovered future for himself, man IS tossed about between the Scylla and 
Charybdis of despair and hope. His despair fed on failures , on hopes unrealized , or 
realized in wl'wanted, therefore . apparently mysterious ways. His hopes got justification 
from the encouraging successes and victories he achieved from time to time in his struggle 
for the conquest of the future. 

Man has learnt to grasp the future , for his hopes urge him to do that, and he is capable 
of hope , because he is able to get an insight into future possibilities. Yet hope itself does 
not fill our image formed on the future with rational content. Tllere is a 10ng, and by no 
means easy way to go from the desired to the possible future, and from that to the 
realized one. 

We live in a world, where not only the good, but also the bad things may become 
reaJized. Good things awaken hope in us, yet, at the same time they caution us to b\! 
vigilant. Success and the prevention of failure demand conscious efforts, a strong sense of 
responsibility, determination, readiness for action from all, who commit themselves to 
future research serying the survival and progress of mankind. 

The authors of this volume, representatives of most diverse fields of research, have all 
been contributing to the development of Hungarian future research from its beginnings. 
With hardly fifteen years of experience behind them , they considered the time ripe for 
introducing themseh'es, as a collecti,'e of authors, to the English-speaking world, In their 
studies, they publish the results of their research. their ideas . hypotheses about the near 
and distant future, perspectives of the world and of Hungary . They give an account of 
perspectives, development trends , perils to be reckoned with on the basis of past and 
present experiences, and of the most urgent tasks to be dealt with in the interest of 
optimally influencing our future. 

The studies of this volume were selected with the aim of giving the best possible 
inSight for the English reader into the workshops of Hungarian future researchers, and of 
giving as reliable a picture as possible about current prognostic activity in Hungary. 

The title of the volume Future Research in Hungary indicates that also some features 
of tomorrow's Hungary will be presented. The contributors as responSible and dedicated 
persons. who do everything within their power to bring this future within reachable 
nearness, take a stand in favour of a progressive, humane future . 

• 
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The present valume af essays cantains 25 studies by Hungarjan scientists engaged in 
variaus fields af future research. There is 110. single central basis in Hungary far future 
research; variaus research wo.rkshops are engaged jn this field. The authors of tJti~ volume 
scrutinize problems of fulure research generally [XJra/lel wirh problems of their specific 
scientific interests . 

The nrst part of the volume approaches future research from the historical arpect. The 
second pan is aimeu at ideological-historical analysis and at introducing world tendencies. 
The third part pro.vides a comprehensive re\'iew o.f the meThodological experiences of 
Hungarian future research. The 17 essays af the fo.urth part guide the reader into. the 
workshops of future research in Hungary. Here we find the most diverse prognostic 
studies, dealing with questians of technology, industry, energetics, agric.ulrure and food 
supplies, biology, demographic and economic planning, urban studies, computer 
techllology and ecology. We may also find studies outlining the perspectives of social 
Sf1ucture and mobility, consumption, life styles and rhe educariollal system. 

The works vary considerably in respect of their type, character and volume. Same aJ 
them (studies, essays) are more or less informative . wllile athers provide camprehensive 
treatment. The fundamental themes of future research (sphere of subjects , conceptual 
apparatus, technical terms, rJstarical appraach. etc.) return an occasian in se\"eral articles , 
thaugh usually in quite various approaches: same times in warld dimensians. elsewhere in 
terms af the East European regian and at ather times related to Hungarian conditians" As 
a rule , the future images and prognoses in this volume cover the period to. the year 2000 , 
but some of them also deal with the tJISt decades of the next century. 

The future research concepts, mades of treatment, styles of the authars differ fram 
one another jn rnare than one aspect. While there are fartunate identities in 
interpretatians and stand paints, striking differences are nat rare either. The same applies 
alSo. to sources and the ways and frequency of haw references are made. We have reck
oned with tbe heterogeneity af the baak from the start. We cansciausly avoided 
interferences as injuriaus to. the freedam af research and the sovereignty of the authors. 
What matters is that the valume presents a unifarm picture because af the Marxist 
appraach and treatment af future research problems. The authars never farget that future 
research tasks have to be adjusted to the demands of planning. 

The authars were led by the convictian that future research cannot do. withaut a 
thorough and reliable analysis of the past and the present. Analysis of the past and the 
present is particularly important in this valume, since the only way open to English
speaking readers towards understanding Hungarian plans for the future is to. became 
acquainted with the past, and the eaciier achievements of ecanomic , tecbnalogical, saclal 
and cultural progress. 

The authors are outstanding representatives af Hungarian scientific .life, well known 
not only in Hungary but alSo. in internatianal scientific circles. All of them started future 
research several years ago and this is indicated by a great number af Hungarian and 
foreign publications. 

By pubHshing this book, we want to present some major results of Hungarian 

future research in arder to. provide a camprehensive picture af Hungary's achievements, 

efforts and ide~s, :lnd to funher a more eff.etive participation of Hungarians in inter· 

national research. 
We are deeply ..bllged t o Akad~miai Kiade, the Publishing House of the Hungarian 

cademy of Scienets, fOT hllving promoted the realization of the above aim by publishing 
this volume . The editors also express llte ir gratitude to 1mre Koran and Adam Schmidt, 

who played a significant role in ed iting the present ,'olume. 
It was three years ago that we decided to bring out a book presenting the results of 

Hungarian future research. The manuscript was , losed down in December, 1982 . 
We hope that the present volume will satisfy the expecta tions of those interested in 

the Hungarian future research in the 1970s. If this book is a step in that direction, our 

efforts will prove to be useful. 

The Editors 
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